
Feature matrix

Feature Description

Correction
- Correct text by voice
- Correct individual words or phrases through a single, easy-to-understand window
- Rich list of more likely alternative word choices

Medical vocabularies More than 90 medical specialties and subspecialties

General English vocabulary
Support for General English profile for greater accuracy when dictating outside of 
medical work, such as for personal use

Regional accent support
Supports many regional accents of non-native English speakers (such as Indian, Latino, 
or Southeast Asian), and other accents (such as Australian or American - Southern)

Acoustic models All new, custom for the medical market

EHR support
More complete, accurate documentation improves coding effectiveness and provides 
richer detail per patient, giving clinicians greater confidents to code at higher levels than 
with an EHR system alone

EHR integration Works directly with MacPractice, v5

Accuracy tuning
- Acoustic and Language Model Optimizer; ability to analyze selected documents  

and email
- “Nothing But Speech” filter to automatically eliminate um/ah utterances

Vocabulary editor
Ability to set alternative written forms of words or phrases (e.g. orthopedic vs. 
orthopaedic)

Express editor
Express Editor supports dictation into a text field for which it does not have Full Text 
Control, such as in Microsoft® Excel® or Web-based EHRs**; Text can be transferred 
from the Express Editor to the desired application quickly and easily by voice

Free-text dictation
Supports more detailed History of Present Illness, more flexible Review of Symptoms, 
and more descriptive Assessment and Plan

Help system and tutorials

- Comprehensive Help system includes a tutorial, additional product resources  
and information

- Interactive Tutorial introduces you to Dragon, with lessons that demonstrate best 
practices for dictating, editing and formatting

- Dragon for Mac Medical appears in the OS X® menu bar, making all features easily 
accessible from a single menu. You can now change profiles right from the menu as 
well as instantly access preferences and tools to improve recognition. 

- Newly redesigned Status Window, looking more modern and at home on OS X El 
Capitan and OS X Yosemite, incorporates a new guidance feature which displays the 
most common next steps relative to the actions you’re taking at that moment, making 
it even easier to use.
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Feature Description

Editing and formatting text
Format text by voice; Quick Voice Formatting (command to delete/bold/underline/
italicize/capitalize/copy/cut text)

Command and control Click/move/drag/position the mouse by voice; press keys or key combinations by voice

Operating system support OS X El Capitan (10.11), OS X Yosemite (10.10) or OS X Mavericks (10.9)

Application support: Mac OS utilities
Command sets for OS X applications including Finder and TextEdit; includes commands 
for menus and most frequent actions

Application support: web browsers

Command set for Safari® and Firefox® browsers: includes commands for application, 
file, edit, view, history, bookmark, window, help, links and navigation menus. Compose 
and reply to emails in Gmail™ within these browsers using Full Text Control** to dictate 
and edit emails, or use your voice to command and control your Gmail inbox.

Application support: local email
Command set for Mail: includes commands for application, file, edit, view, mailbox, 
message, format, and window menus

Application support: word processing
- Word 2011 and Word 2016: Full Text Control and built-in commands
- TextEdit: Full Text Control and built-in commands

Dragon Voice Shortcuts™ for web
Dragon Voice Shortcuts collapse common multi-step tasks into direct voice commands 
to search the Web for information faster and easier than before

Dragon Voice Shortcuts for email and 
desktop search

Send emails, schedule appointments or create tasks fast; Search Spotlight, or a Finder® 
window’s search field on the Mac; Open Mail and search emails

Text to speech A synthesized voice reads out loud editable text you designate

Multiple sources per profile
Ability to create multiple dictation sources (more than one type of audio input device) 
within the same profile sharing a vocabulary

Microphones
Use the Mac’s internal microphone - other options such as Bluetooth®, remote 
microphone and digital recorder can be found below

Wireless dictation: Bluetooth

- Specific Bluetooth wireless acoustic model
- Support for wideband Bluetooth wireless headset microphones; When it detects that 

the USB dongle of a certified microphone is plugged into the Mac, offers “Enhanced 
Bluetooth” as an audio source and does not require a script reading to get started

- Special new acoustic software specific to the medical acoustic model makes 
recognition with the Bluetooth headset higher than ever

Microphone sleep mode
Users can set the microphone to go to sleep if not used after a period of time (i.e. 10 
minutes, 30 minutes, 2 hours, etc.)

Mobile dictation: recorder and audio file 
transcription

Allows transcription of recordings spoken by one person. Includes accurate transcription 
of a pre-recorded audio file or podcast of any single speaker’s voice with the same 
accuracy for medical terminology as transcribing your own voice recording. Formats 
supported include: .mp3 .aif .aiff .wav .mp4 .m4a .m4v.

Mobile dictation: Dragon Recorder app
Ability to record digital audio spoken by one person for transcription - free Dragon 
Recorder app works with iPhone®, iPod Touch® (4th gen and up), iPad ®or compatible 
Android™ device



Feature Description

Personal administration Ability to import/export custom word lists and user profiles

Text macros Easily create commands to insert frequently used text by voice

Advanced custom commands Create or import powerful voice commands to automate routine tasks

HIPAA
Assists healthcare providers maintain HIPAA patient confidentiality, a critical requirement 
for any practice concerned with patient confidentiality

Languages US and UK English
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** Full Text Control allows you to use voice to perform direct dictation, selection, correction and cursor movement within text.


